
 
 







 
 



 



 
Additional comments: 
.Thank you for your hard work. 
 
.The work sent is great but we are struggling to complete everything in one day, alongside work ourselves. 

.Mr Parle is doing an amazing job and the videos help too. I think sometimes we find it difficult to complete all the tasks as we are still 

working from home but we try to complete as many as possible. Thanks Mr Parle and Mrs Gaskell 

. I feel he could do with more of a literacy challenge such as phonics. Is there any plans for a more structured day with more lessons taught 

either prerecorded or live.I do feel like numeracy levels are currently around the correct level as he is challenged by this. St Philips 

westbrook are undertaking a lot of teacher quided lessons which may be easier for the parents who have their children with them as they 

do their work and job. 



.Cannot fault the time and effort that has been put in to blending the learning experiences between children who are in and those at home. 

The level of strategic and operational planning that has gone in to this is above and beyond. Giving pupils the chance to see each other and 

connect is really powerful. Well done and thank you to all involved in this. 

 

.Thank you for all the hard work you put in to try to keep the kids up to date. She misses school but finds the Teams meeting a great help as 

she misses Mr Parle, Mrs Gaskell and her friends. They help refocus her 

 

.maybe set a challenge or extension in maths or phonics as an optional extra 

 

.Good detailed work being sent out , appreciated. A lot of variety. The practical is fun and even the written work is also made fun for the 

children and interesting. Borrowed a tablet from school and couldn’t seem to get onto any of the apps. Back on my iPhone , probably have 

to buy a little laptop or tablet. Doing the best we can and trying to meet targets each day, thanks 

 

. I think the work set it great. Short activities that keep Tilly’s attention but also challenge her. We sometimes don’t get through everything 

but usually find time to catch up. 

 

.Bella enjoys the tasks set daily but she does need to have breaks between so can take us all day completing everything and she does 

sometimes loose interest due to this. 

 

.Thomas loved the activities last week, so much when he got home he asked to draw a wolf wanted poster, he’s never asked that before, 

drawing is something we usually have to encourage. He sat for ages, very engaged explaining his drawing and telling me all about his day. 

It was lovely, thank you. 

 


